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Each genomic locus in a eukaryotic cell has a distinct average time
of replication during S phase that depends on the spatial and
temporal pattern of replication initiation events. Replication
timing can affect genomic integrity because late replication is
associated with an increased mutation rate. For most eukaryotes,
the features of the genome that specify the location and timing of
initiation events are unknown. To investigate these features for
the fission yeast, Schizosaccharomyces pombe, we developed an
integrative model to analyze large single-molecule and global ge-
nomic datasets. The model provides an accurate description of the
complex dynamics of S. pombe DNA replication at high resolution.
We present evidence that there are many more potential initiation
sites in the S. pombe genome than previously identified and that
the distribution of these sites is primarily determined by two fac-
tors: the sequence preferences of the origin recognition complex
(ORC), and the interference of transcription with the assembly or
stability of prereplication complexes (pre-RCs). We suggest that in
addition to directly interfering with initiation, transcription has
driven the evolution of the binding properties of ORC in S. pombe
and other eukaryotic species to target pre-RC assembly to regions
of the genome that are less likely to be transcribed.

DNA replication | replication origins | replication dynamics | transcriptional
interference | replication timing

Duplication of a eukaryotic genome is a complex process that
must be completed in a timely and accurate manner once

each cell division cycle. Although much has been learned about
the biochemical pathways involved in DNA replication, less is
known about the dynamics of the process at the genomic level.
For a particular cell type, the average time of replication of each
genomic locus has a characteristic and reproducible value, but
the pattern of replication timing across the genome may change
significantly during development and differentiation (1). There is
strong evidence that the time of replication of different loci is
correlated with the frequency of mutations of various kinds and
that this is a significant factor in evolution and in the develop-
ment of pathological conditions such as cancer (2–7). Thus, it is
important to understand the features of the genome that de-
termine the dynamics of replication.
Initiation of DNA replication in eukaryotic cells takes place in

two temporally separated steps (8–10). From late M through
G1 phase, prereplication complexes (pre-RCs) are assembled at
multiple sites in the genome. Pre-RC assembly requires the or-
igin recognition complex (ORC), Cdt1 and Cdc6, which function
to load the replicative helicase Mcm2-7 onto DNA in an inactive
form. During S phase a subset of the loaded Mcm2-7 helicases is
activated in a series of steps leading to the formation of func-
tional replisomes. We refer to this multistep process as pre-RC
activation (or firing) in the remainder of this paper. The distri-
bution of pre-RCs in the genome depends, at least in part, on the
DNA binding properties of the ORC (11). However, the ORCs
of most eukaryotic species do not bind to a highly specific rec-
ognition sequence, so the factors that determine the locations of
pre-RCs are largely unknown. Because the activation of pre-RCs
in S phase appears to be stochastic, the replication timing pattern
may principally depend on the distribution of pre-RCs within the
genome (12, 13).

A deeper understanding of the dynamics of eukaryotic DNA
replication will require a quantitative model describing the spatial
distribution of potential initiation sites and the time course of their
activation during S phase. The fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces
pombe represents a useful system for developing such a model
because its genome has many characteristics in common with
that of other eukaryotes. Early genetic studies identified seg-
ments of the S. pombe genome, called autonomously replicating
sequence (ars) elements, that function as origins of DNA repli-
cation (14). These elements are large (>1 kb) and rich in A and
T residues but do not contain a common sequence motif (15, 16).
Subsequent characterization of S. pombe ORC (SpORC) revealed
that the SpOrc4 subunit contains nine AT-hook motifs that are
essential for binding of SpORC to ars elements in vitro and in vivo
(17, 18). AT hooks bind to short stretches of AT-rich DNA via
minor groove interactions and do not require a specific sequence
for high-affinity binding (19).
The distribution of initiation sites in S. pombe has been probed

by both single-molecule techniques (DNA combing) and genome-
wide methods (mapping of nascent DNA and polymerase utili-
zation). DNA combing experiments by Patel et al. (20) indicated
that initiation events are independent of each other and that the
distances between segments of nascent DNA have an exponen-
tial distribution, suggesting that initiation sites are distributed
randomly over the genome. Subsequent experiments by Kaykov
and Nurse (21) extended the DNA combing approach to very
large DNA fragments that contain numerous replicated seg-
ments. Analysis of such fragments suggested that initiations may
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occur in clusters, implying that they may not be completely
independent of each other.
The distribution of nascent DNA in the S. pombe genome

during S phase has been probed by hybridization to microarrays
or by deep sequencing (22–25). These studies provided consid-
erable information about the distribution of potential initiation
sites, but their resolution was limited by the size of the replicated
segments. Although segments of nascent DNA must contain one
or more initiation sites, the precise number and locations of such
sites cannot be determined with certainty. An alternative ap-
proach to analyzing S. pombe DNA replication is profiling of
DNA polymerase usage across the genome. Daigaku et al. (26)
obtained estimates of the frequency of utilization of the leading
and lagging strand DNA polymerases in 300-bp segments on
both DNA strands. This rich dataset contains a great deal of
information about the pattern of DNA synthesis in a population
of S. pombe cells and has provided information about potential
initiation sites at a higher resolution than data obtained by
other approaches.
We have performed an integrated analysis of DNA combing

and polymerase usage datasets for chromosome 2 of S. pombe
(21, 26). We show that a simple model with only six parameters
accurately describes the complex dynamics of DNA replication
at high resolution. Our model suggests that there are many more
potential sites of initiation in the genome than previously iden-
tified and that the probability of initiation at a given site pri-
marily depends on two factors. The first factor is that SpORC
binds preferentially to AT-rich sequences as previously described
(17, 18, 27–30). The second factor is that initiations are largely
excluded from active transcription units regardless of sequence,
presumably because transcription interferes with assembly of
pre-RCs or causes their dissociation. The model incorporates
both of these factors in a probability distribution function de-
scribing the likelihood of a pre-RC at each position in chromo-
some 2. We suggest that in addition to its direct role in excluding
pre-RCs, transcriptional activity has driven the evolution of the
DNA binding properties of SpORC because AT-rich regions are
mostly extragenic and less likely to be transcribed. Biasing pre-
RC assembly to such regions would be expected to increase the
efficiency of initiation by reducing futile assembly events. For
similar reasons, we expect that other eukaryotic species have
evolved mechanisms to reduce transcriptional interference by
biasing ORC binding via interactions with sequence elements or
other features of chromatin. Thus, in addition to providing an
accurate picture of S. pombe DNA replication at high resolution,
our model suggests general features of the initiation mechanism
that are likely relevant to other eukaryotes including metazoans.

Results
Rationale and Approach. Our goal was to create a quantitative
model of the molecular events that give rise to the complex spatial
and temporal patterns of DNA replication that have been ob-
served in S. pombe cells. To define the critical parameters that
control these patterns, we analyzed two large datasets from DNA
combing and DNA polymerase usage experiments that offer dif-
ferent and largely complementary views of the replication process
(21, 26). DNA combing of large molecules provides information
about the spacing of initiation sites and the number of active forks
at different times during S phase but little information about the
features of the genome that determine the probability of initiation
at different sites. Conversely, DNA polymerase usage data provide
highly detailed information relevant to discovering the mecha-
nisms that determine the local probability of initiation but little
direct information about the time course of replication or the
absolute number of initiation events. As we show below, by using a
simple probabilistic model of DNA replication to analyze both
datasets, it is possible to obtain an accurate description of the
dynamics of S. pombe DNA replication.

The main features of the model are as follows (Fig. 1): A fixed
number of pre-RCs are assembled at sites chosen at random
according to a probability function Pr(x) that describes the
likelihood of a pre-RC at each position x in a chromosome
during S phase. Following assembly, the pre-RCs are activated
(fired) at random at a rate of Ri(t) initiations per min per pre-
RC at time t during S phase. Based on the observation that the
rate of initiation increases during S phase (21), we described Ri
(t) by two parameters: the rate of increase in the firing rate (S
initiations per min2 per pre-RC) and the maximum firing rate
(Rimax initiations per min per pre-RC). The activation of a pre-
RC generates two replication forks that move in opposite di-
rections at a constant average velocity. Forks terminate synthesis
when they meet forks moving in the opposite direction (or reach
the end of the chromosome). Any unfired pre-RCs encountered
by forks are disassembled.
The model was implemented in the Java programming lan-

guage with a DNA synthesis engine that updates initiations and
fork movements every 0.01 min. In most experiments, 1,000–
2,000 molecules were replicated in silico, and the average values
of various replication variables were calculated as a function of
time. Our implementation shares some features with previous
models (31–33) but defines a unique, mechanistically based
function to describe the probability of pre-RC assembly and
firing, rather than employing empirically derived origin effi-
ciencies or average firing times.

Simulation of DNA Combing Experiments.We first tested the model
using data from DNA combing experiments (21). In these ex-
periments, two-color fluorescence imaging was used to visualize
newly replicated DNA segments within large chromosomal DNA
fragments. Because of their large size (2 Mb on average), each
combed molecule contained a number of replicated segments,
making it possible to estimate the average density of replication
forks as a function of the percentage of the molecule that had
completed replication.
Patel et al. (20) observed that the distances between replicated

segments in combed DNA molecules exhibit an exponential
distribution. In keeping with this observation, we modeled the
combing data by randomly placing pre-RC sites in the genome, a
procedure that generates an exponential distribution of the in-
tervals between pre-RCs. The resulting model has only four
parameters: the number of pre-RCs that are assembled in each
cell, the rate of increase in the rate of firing of assembled

  firing factors

pre-RCs

(t) 

initiation factorsStep 1. Pre-RCs assembled
at sites chosen at random
according to probability
distribution Pr(x)

Step 2. Assembled pre-RCs
fired at random with  
probability Ri(t)/min
per pre-RC

Pr(x)

x position

Ri(t)

time (t)

s
Rimax

Ri (t) = 
s * t
Ri

max
(s * t < Ri

max)
(s * t > Ri

max)
fork velocity constant

Fig. 1. Model for eukaryotic DNA replication. In step 1, ORC and associated
initiation factors bind to sites in the genome in G1 phase and catalyze pre-RC
assembly. The distribution of pre-RCs is described by a probability distribu-
tion giving the likelihood of stable assembly at each genomic position. A
fixed number of pre-RCs per cell is assembled at sites chosen at random from
this distribution. In step 2, assembled pre-RCs are fired at random at an in-
creasing rate during S phase. Replication forks move bidirectionally from
each initiation site at a constant rate. Any unfired pre-RCs encountered by
forks are disassembled.
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pre-RCs during S phase, the maximum rate of firing, and the rate of
fork movement. The available estimates of the average rate of
fork movement in eukaryotic cells range between 1 and 3 kb/min
(34–36). In our initial simulations, we assumed a rate of 2 kb/min
in the middle of this range, which is close to the average of
2.8 kb/min estimated by DNA combing (21). We optimized the
remaining three parameters by minimizing the mean square
difference between the number of forks per Mb predicted by the
simulation and the number of forks per Mb observed in
160 combed molecules in the Kaykov and Nurse (21) dataset.
Fig. 2A shows a plot of the observed fork density (forks per

Mb) vs. the fork density predicted by the model after optimiza-
tion of the parameters. A linear regression gives a slope of
0.97 with an R2 value of 0.63. Using these optimized parameters,
we predicted the average number of forks per Mb as a function
of the fraction of the genome replicated (Fig. 2B). The simula-
tion agrees well with the observed fork density of the combed
molecules. We also predicted the distribution of the distances
between centroids of the replicated segments in the genome (Fig.
2C). The lower curves in Fig. 2C show the complementary cu-
mulative frequency distributions of the intercentroid distances
for all 160 molecules in the dataset (0–100% replicated). There
is excellent agreement between prediction and experiment with
the two curves exhibiting very similar slopes over a range
encompassing 99% of the 3,200 intercentroid distances observed
by Kaykov and Nurse (21). The dataset of combed molecules is
heterogeneous containing molecules with widely different ex-
tents of replication and therefore widely different average
intercentroid distances. We plotted the complementary cumu-
lative frequency distribution of a subset of molecules whose
percent replication was less than 10% (Fig. 2C; 0–10% repli-
cated). The distribution of the latter molecules has a shallower
initial slope because the average intercentroid distance is larger
in molecules that have not yet fired many pre-RCs. Again, there
is good agreement between prediction and experiment. We
conclude that the model provides an accurate and quantitative
description of DNA replication in S. pombe.

Independence of Initiation Events. It was previously suggested that
the curvature of the cumulative frequency distribution of inter-
centroids in a semilog plot is caused by clustering of initiation
events, implying that firing of nearby pre-RCs is coordinated in

some way (21). However, curvature is also evident in the simu-
lation based on a random probability distribution for pre-RC
sites and stochastic firing, so clustering is not required to ex-
plain this phenomenon (Fig. 2C). The curvature is a natural
consequence of the fact that the dataset contains molecules with
widely different average intercentroid distances (Fig. 2C), so the
cumulative distribution function is not a pure exponential but a
sum of exponentials with different decay constants. Thus, we find
no evidence for coordination of initiation events, in agreement
with the results of Patel et al. (20).

The Number of Pre-RCs.During the optimization of the replication
parameters, we noted that the number of assembled pre-RCs per
cell is not constrained at the upper bound. Values of pre-RC
density of 80 per Mb and higher are equally consistent with the
combing data because the increases in pre-RC density can be
compensated by a decrease in the optimized firing rate per pre-
RC (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). The supernumerary pre-RCs are
largely eliminated by disassembly of pre-RCs encountered by
forks, so the number of initiations remains relatively constant (SI
Appendix, Fig. S1B). A pre-RC density of 80 per Mb corresponds
to an average distance between pre-RCs of 12.5 kb or 1,100 pre-
RCs per genome. We used this density for our simulations, but
we cannot rule out the possibility that the actual pre-RC density
may be somewhat greater. Direct measurement of the average
number of assembled pre-RCs is needed to resolve this issue.

Dynamics of DNA Replication. The estimates of the replication
parameters from the DNA combing data allowed us to examine
the global dynamics of DNA replication in detail (Fig. 3A). In
this analysis, the initial number of pre-RCs assembled in each
cell is 1,090, corresponding to an average density of 80 pre-RCs
per Mb. The number of replication forks reaches a maximum of
about 50 per Mb, in good agreement with the maximum ob-
served experimentally. The number of initiations increases
throughout S phase, although at a decreasing rate due to the
exhaustion of unfired pre-RCs. The average number of initiation
events reaches 47 per Mb, so ∼40% of the assembled pre-RCs
are disassembled by forks before they can fire.
The simulated time course of DNA replication shows a

number of interesting features. Approximately 90% of initiations
occur during the first third of S phase. By this time most assembled
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Fig. 2. Simulation of DNA combing data. Simulations of S. pombe DNA replication based on the model described in Fig. 1 were performed with optimized
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were as follows: pre-RC density, 80 per Mb; rate of increase of firing probability per min, 0.022 events per min2 per pre-RC; maximum firing rate, 0.3 events
per min per pre-RC; fork velocity, 2 kb/min. (A) Comparison of the observed density of replication forks with that predicted by the simulation. Each point
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pre-RCs have either fired or been disassembled by forks. Thus,
the remaining two-thirds of S phase is mostly devoted to DNA
chain elongation by forks established earlier in S phase. Because
the distances between initiation sites follow an exponential dis-
tribution, the number of forks, and hence the average rate of
DNA synthesis, also undergo a slow exponential decline over
time (20, 31). It takes approximately twice as long for the cell to
complete the replication of the second half of the genome as the
first. Because the rate of DNA synthesis is very low for a long
period of time, it seems likely that measurements of the average
duration of S phase based on flow cytometry or other relatively
insensitive methods have significantly underestimated the length
of S phase. Consistent with this suggestion, SI Appendix, Fig. S2
shows that DNA synthesis can be detected by pulse labeling with
EdU well into period of the cell cycle generally considered to be
the postreplicative G2 phase.
One additional predicted feature of the replication dynamics

of S. pombe is that the duration of S phase in a population of
cells has a relatively broad distribution (Fig. 3B). Although the
average duration of S phase at a fork rate of 2 kb per min is
32 min, it is more than 42 min in about 3% of the cells. This is a
direct consequence of the stochastic nature of DNA initiation.
By chance, some cells will have a few very large genomic intervals
lacking initiations, requiring forks to move great distances. The
predicted heterogeneity in the duration of S phase was con-
firmed by the pulse labeling experiments (SI Appendix, Fig. S2).
As noted above, the average fork rate in S. pombe and other

eukaryotic cells is not known with high precision, so we consid-
ered the effects of changing the fork rate from the assumed value
of 2 kb/min. In our model the fork velocity is effectively a scale
factor that relates the fraction of the genome replicated per unit
time to the instantaneous number of forks, so its value only af-
fects the average duration of S phase, not the shape of the
temporal profile of DNA replication shown in Fig. 3. At the
assumed average fork rate of 2 kb/min the simulation predicts
that the average duration of S phase is 32 min. If the average fork
rate were as low as 1 kb/min or as high as 3 kb/min, the predicted
average durations of S phase are 64 and 21 min, respectively.

Polymerase Usage Experiments.Although application of the model
to the DNA combing data provides an accurate description of
the global dynamics of DNA replication, a complete picture
requires incorporation of information about the distribution of
initiation sites as a function of position in the genome. As noted
above, the most detailed high-resolution view of S. pombe DNA
replication is a genome-wide study of DNA polymerase usage
(26). This so-called Pu-seq study employed mutant forms of the
leading (epsilon) and lagging (delta) strand polymerases that
incorporate ribonucleotides at high frequency. By localizing the
positions of ribonucleotide incorporation via a high-throughput
sequencing strategy, Daigaku et al. (26) quantified the average

utilization of DNA polymerases epsilon and delta on both the
Watson and Crick strands in 300-bp segments across the S.
pombe genome. This information is sufficient to determine the
fraction of rightward-moving forks (or, reciprocally, leftward-
moving forks) in each segment of the genome and thus en-
codes the fine details of initiations and terminations of DNA
replication averaged over a population of cells (Fig. 4A).
Changes in the rightward fork frequency reflect the probability

of initiation or termination events. In a segment of the genome
that has a high probability of initiation, the average fraction of
rightward forks will increase toward the right, whereas in a
segment that has no probability of initiation, the fraction of
rightward forks will decrease due to terminations (Fig. 4A). The
observed pattern of rightward forks as a function of position is
extremely complex showing significant changes over distances of
even a few kb, indicating that the probability of initiation and
termination can change dramatically over short distances (26).
We reasoned that if we could discover a probability distribution
for sites of pre-RC assembly that allowed the model to re-
produce these data, it would reveal the underlying features of the
genome that promote (or suppress) pre-RC assembly.

Initiation Events Occur at AT-Rich Sequences but Are Excluded from
Transcribed Regions of the Genome. As an initial approach to
studying the influence of genomic features on the probability of
initiation, we defined a heuristic measure of initiation frequency,
deltaRF, as the change in the rightward fork frequency in each
300-bp segment relative to that of the segment immediately
preceding it. Roughly speaking, deltaRF is a measure of the
fraction of initiations minus the fraction of terminations in each
300-bp segment of the genome. We first examined the effect of
AT content on deltaRF in 300-bp segments of chromosome 2 of
S. pombe (Fig. 4B). As expected, the average value of deltaRF
increases dramatically with the AT content of a segment, in-
dicating that the Pu-seq data are consistent with previous work
showing that AT content is a strong predictor of SpORC local-
ization (17, 18, 29, 30).
In addition to examining the role of the sequence preferences

of SpORC, we explored the possibility that transcriptional ac-
tivity might affect the initiation frequency (37–41). For this
purpose, we divided the population of 300-bp segments in
chromosome 2 into segments that are in annotated transcription
units and segments that are in nontranscribed regions. The
striking result of this analysis is shown in Fig. 4B. The average
deltaRF for 300-bp segments in nontranscribed regions showed
an even stronger dependence on AT content than segments as a
whole, increasing by a factor of ∼10 for each 0.1 increase in the
fraction AT. By contrast, the average deltaRF for segments in
transcribed segments was negative or close to zero at all AT
contents. This finding indicates that initiations are largely ex-
cluded from transcribed regions of the S. pombe genome. The
fact that the exclusion is independent of AT content suggests
that it is an intrinsic feature of transcribed regions and is not
simply explained by the possibility that such regions have no
affinity for SpORC. We suggest that transcription antagonizes
pre-RC assembly, perhaps by causing the dissociation of as-
sembly intermediates or assembled pre-RCs. This hypothesis is
consistent with experiments in Saccharomyces cerevisiae sug-
gesting that transcription through an origin reduces ORC and
minichromosome maintenance (MCM) binding and inhibits or-
igin activity (refs. 39 and 41; Discussion).

Simulation of Pu-Seq Experiments. Based on the analysis above we
postulated a simple probability distribution for pre-RC sites with
only two parameters to describe the effects of transcription and
base composition. The relative probability Pr(x) of a pre-RC at
position x in the genome is given by
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PrðxÞ   ∝   TðxÞ ×  e½C  × ATðxÞ�, [1]

where AT(x) is the fraction AT in a 25-bp window centered at
position x, C is a constant, and T(x) = 0 if the window overlaps a
transcription unit, T(x) = 1 otherwise. To optimize the parameter
C, we minimized the mean square deviation between the right-
ward fork frequency observed in the Pu-seq experiment and that
predicted by simulations based on this probability distribution
and the firing parameters deduced from the DNA combing ex-
periments. A value of C = 21 was obtained, corresponding to an
eightfold increase in the probability of pre-RC assembly for each
0.1 increase in fraction AT.
We used the complete set of optimized parameters to simulate

DNA replication of chromosome 2 of S. pombe. A comparison of
the predicted and observed rightward fork frequencies for a
500-kb region of chromosome 2 is shown in Fig. 4C. The Pu-seq
data provides two complementary estimates of the rightward fork
frequency based on DNA polymerase usage on the Watson and
Crick strands. Both are plotted in Fig. 4C. The agreement be-
tween the simulation and the experimental data is remarkably
good (mean square deviation from the average of the experi-
mental data for W and C is 0.0268). The simulation predicts
initiation at more than 90% of the positions where the observed
rightward fork frequency increases significantly (ref. 26 and Fig.
4 C and D), indicating that the optimized probability distribution
in expression 1 provides an accurate description of the likelihood

of pre-RC assembly as a function of genome position. Consistent
with the results shown in Fig. 4B, a simulation that included the
effects of both AT content and transcription had a smaller av-
erage deviation from the experimental data than simulation
based on AT content alone (mean square deviation 0.0317).

Effect of Rif1 on Firing Rate. Although the agreement between
simulation and experiment in Fig. 4C is generally good, the
simulation predicts a strong initiation site near position 3,380 kb
in chromosome 2 that was not observed in the Pu-seq data (ar-
row below the plot in Fig. 4C). This site was shown to be a
binding site for the Rif1 protein by ChIP assay (25). Rif1 is a
regulatory factor that inhibits activation of pre-RCs at least in
part by promoting dephosphorylation of firing factors (42). Al-
though Rif1 localizes preferentially to subtelomeric regions
where it contributes to late replication, Hayano et al. (25)
identified a number of putative Rif1 sites scattered over the
remainder of chromosome 2. The site at position 3,380 kb of
chromosome 2 does not function efficiently as an initiation site in
wild-type S. pombe but does so in mutant cells that lack Rif1.
However, consistent with the optimized probability distribution
in expression 1, pre-RCs are assembled at position 3,380 kb in
wild-type cells, so the inhibitory effect of Rif1 is mediated at the
firing step (25, 43). When we modified the simulation to prevent
firing of any pre-RCs assembled in the Rif1-binding region
containing position 3,380 kb, the agreement between predicted
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and observed right fork frequencies improved dramatically in the
vicinity of this site (Fig. 4D).
We detected two other positions in chromosome 2 where the

simulation predicted efficient initiation that was not observed
in the Pu-seq experiment (positions 888 kb and 2,340 kb). Both
of these positions correspond to sites where deletion of
Rif1 increases the efficiency of initiation in vivo (25). Like the
site at 3,380 kb, modification of the simulation to suppress pre-
RC firing in these sites significantly improved the local agree-
ment between predicted and observed rightward fork frequency
(Fig. 5). Of the remaining Rif1 sites outside of the subtelomeres
in chromosome 2, only three were associated with detectable
discrepancies between the simulation and the observed Pu-seq
data, and the discrepancies were quite minor. Thus, our results
suggest that Rif1 has significant effects on the dynamics of DNA
replication at relatively few sites outside of the subtelomeric
regions and that these effects are highly localized. The assump-
tion of our model that all pre-RCs have the same global firing
rate at any given time during S phase appears to be consistent
with the dynamics of replication at most sites.
A complete comparison of the predicted and observed right-

ward fork frequencies over the entire chromosome is shown in
Fig. 5. The simulation predicts much of the detailed structure of
the observed Pu-seq data, indicating that the underlying model
captures the principal factors that shape the pattern of initiation
and termination events.

Prediction of Replication Timing. A number of experimental ap-
proaches have been used to estimate the relative timing of the
replication of different positions in the genome. Many of these
are dependent on cell synchronization methods or treatment
with replication inhibitors. Daigaku et al. (26) probed replication
timing by three different approaches: deep sequencing of geno-
mic DNA from cell populations synchronized by centrifugal
elutriation, deep sequencing of S phase cells enriched by cell
sorting (Sort-seq), and mathematical analysis of Pu-seq data. The
estimates of relative timing of various segments in the S. pombe
genome derived from the three independent methods were
highly correlated. We compared the median replication times
predicted by our model with the normalized copy numbers ob-
served in the Sort-seq experiment because it required minimal
perturbation of the cell population (Fig. 6A). An excellent cor-
relation was observed indicating that the model accurately pre-
dicts the relative timing of replication of different regions of
the genome.
The simulations also showed that the frequency distribution of

median replication times of 300-bp segments across chromosome 2 is
quite heterogeneous (Fig. 6B). The mean of the distribution was
10.2 min, and the SD was 2.4 min. We examined the detailed kinetics
of replication of an early replicating segment (median replication
time 6.2 min) and a late replicating segment (median replication time
13.6). As shown in Fig. 6C, ∼75% of the cells in the population
replicated the early segment by 10 min, which is about one-third of
the duration of S phase. This was expected because as shown in Fig. 3
above, the vast majority of initiation events in the cell population have
occurred by this time. Thus, any region of the genome that has a
relatively high probability of pre-RC assembly will be close to one or
more initiation sites in nearly every cell and will complete replication
early in S phase. By contrast, the time of replication of the late
replicating region in the cell population was spread over most of S
phase. This behavior is also easy to understand. Regions of the ge-
nome that have a relatively low density of potential pre-RC assembly
sites will likely be distant from sites of initiation. Because of the
stochastic nature of pre-RC assembly and firing, the distance of such
regions from the nearest initiation event will vary over a large range in
individual cells, and their times of replication will show similar vari-
ance. Although the average time of replication of late regions is
greater than early regions, it is important to recognize that late

regions can be just as likely to replicate in the first half of S phase
as the second half of S phase (Fig. 6C). For completeness, we also
predicted the fraction of cells that had replicated each 300-bp
segment in the region of chromosome 2 shown in Fig. 6A as a
function of time in S phase (SI Appendix, Fig. S3).

Distribution of Initiations and Terminations. We have shown that a
relatively simple distribution function based on two genome features,
base composition and transcriptional activity, is sufficient to describe
the probability of initiation in the S. pombe genome. To quantify the
average number of initiation and termination events per cell cycle in
each 300-bp segment of the genome, we simulated the replication of
10,000 molecules and accumulated all initiation and termination sites.
Fig. 7A shows the results for the 500-kb region of chromosome
2 shown in the preceding figures. Initiations occur in many 300-bp
segments, but the average number of initiations per segment per cell
is generally less than 0.35. For comparison, the positions identified as
potential origins by Daigaku et al. (26) are shown at the bottom of
Fig. 7A. These correspond to major transitions in DNA polymerase
usage and are identified by the model as well, but the model predicts
many more potential initiation sites. Termination events, defined as
positions where replication forks converge, are spread over the entire
chromosomal segment with an average of about 0.01 terminations
per 300-bp segment per cell. The frequency distribution of predicted
initiations and terminations per cell per 300-bp segment of chromo-
some 2 is shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S4. A higher-resolution view of
terminations is shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S5. The distribution of
terminations is not completely uniform, because segments close to
regions with high frequency of initiation have fewer than the average
number of terminations, and segments between regions with high
frequencies of initiation have more than the average number
of terminations.

The Nature of the Probability Distribution for Pre-RC Assembly Sites.
The predicted cumulative probability distribution (CDF) for pre-
RC assembly sites on chromosome 2, based on expression 1, is
plotted in Fig. 7B together with the CDF for a uniform probability
distribution. As shown in Fig. 7B, Inset, the predicted CDF shows
a great deal of local fluctuation over short distances due to in-
homogeneities in the local distribution of blocks of transcribed
and nontranscribed DNA and the distribution of AT content in
nontranscribed DNA. Over longer distances, the predicted CDF is
close to the CDF of a uniform distribution, indicating that the
density of potential initiation sites is similar over most of the ge-
nome. The exceptions to this pattern are the subtelomeres and the
centromere where the slope of the CDF is steeper, indicating that
the predicted density of pre-RCs is somewhat higher in these re-
gions due to their relative paucity of transcripts and high AT
contents. This prediction is consistent with relatively high density
of MCM binding observed in these regions (e.g., refs. 24 and 25).
However, as mentioned above, the density of pre-RCs is not the
sole determinant of replication timing in centromeres and sub-
telomeres. Subtelomeric regions are late-replicating in part be-
cause firing of the assembled pre-RCs is inhibited by Rif1 (25),
and centromeres are early-replicating, in part because firing fac-
tors are recruited by centromeric Swi6 protein (HP1) (44). Thus,
the dynamics of DNA replication in these regions differ from
those of the bulk of the genome. If the centromere and sub-
telomere regions, which account for less than 8% of chromosome
2, are removed from the analysis, the resulting CDF is very close
to uniform over the remainder of the genome (Fig. 7C).

Discussion
In this study we constructed a quantitative model of the molec-
ular events that govern the genome-wide dynamics of DNA
replication in S. pombe. The model makes a small number of
assumptions, requires only a few parameters, and incorporates
growing evidence that the selection of initiation sites is probabilistic.
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It accurately captures the details of two large and high-quality
experimental views of the replication process and has a number
of features that may generalize to other eukaryotes.

The model posits that the number of potential initiation sites in the
fission yeast genome is much larger than the number predicted by
previous studies (Fig. 7). In this view the peaks of replicated DNA
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observed in origin-mapping experiments to date do not represent
single discrete origins but are the cumulative product of multiple
initiations at different sites in different cells. The probabilities of
initiation at different genomic sites fall on a continuum, but the
probability at any particular site is very low. For example, our simu-
lations suggest that only about 3% of the 300-bp segments have a
total probability of initiation greater than 0.2 per cell (SI Appendix,
Fig. S4). Similarly, estimates of origin efficiency, usually defined as
the fraction of cells that initiate DNA replication at a particular site,
do not reflect some intrinsic property of a single origin but are simply
a summation of the probabilities of initiations over different local
sites. This interpretation is consistent with several observations. Ge-
netic analysis of S. pombe ars sequences indicated that they contain
multiple partially redundant elements that contribute to their activity
(16). In subsequent biochemical studies, we showed that SpORC
binds with similar affinity to several different nonoverlapping frag-
ments of the 1.2-kb ars1 element and suggested that the high affinity
of SpORC for ars elements is due to the cumulative effect of multiple
potential binding sites, each of which could serve as an initiation site
(18, 30). We also estimated that at least half of intergenes in the S.
pombe genome contain potential initiation sites (30). In addition, a
close examination of the polymerase utilization data indicates that
large increases in rightward fork frequency associated with initiation
events do not generally occur in a single 300-bp segment but in in-
cremental steps over several segments, indicative of multiple initia-
tions spanning a short interval (Fig. 4A). For example, the large
increase in rightward fork frequency near position 3,100 kb in Fig. 4A
occurs over three adjacent 300-bp segments. Finally, simulations of
DNA replication based on our model predict that by the time 10% of
the genome has been replicated, the pattern of newly synthesized
DNA has consolidated into peaks much fewer in number than the
underlying initiation sites. The locations of these peaks correspond to
major peaks of nascent DNA observed in origin-mapping experi-
ments carried out in the presence of hydroxyurea (SI Appendix, Fig.
S3, and ref. 22).
A second important feature of our model is that the locations of

initiation sites are determined not only by the strong preference of

SpORC for AT tracts (17, 18, 27–30) but also by the inhibitory effect
of transcription (Fig. 4B). This fact emerged from our analysis of the
polymerase usage data, which revealed that initiations do not occur in
transcription units even if they contain AT-rich sequences that could
be recognized by SpORC. Although we cannot rule out other possi-
bilities, the simplest explanation for this exclusion is that the tran-
scription machinery destabilizes pre-RCs and/or intermediates in pre-
RC assembly. Such a mechanismmay be analogous to the disassembly
of unfired pre-RCs induced by the replication machinery itself. The
exclusion of initiations from transcription units confines initiation
events to circumscribed regions and, thus, is a significant con-
tributor to the observed fluctuations in the probability of initiation
along the genome.
Several studies in S. cerevisiae have provided evidence that tran-

scription can interfere with initiation at origins of DNA replication
(37–41, 45). In particular, it was shown that transcription through a
yeast origin driven by an inducible GAL promoter blocked origin
function (41). Subsequent analysis of the mechanism of this effect
demonstrated that transcription reduces ORC binding and pre-RC
assembly (39, 40). It is likely that transcriptional interference with
initiation also occurs in metazoan cells. For example, initiation events
at the DHFR locus of CHO cells were mapped to multiple sites in a
55-kb intergenic region adjacent to the DHFR gene but were never
observed in the body of the gene itself. However, when transcription
of the DHFR gene was abrogated by deletion of the promoter, ini-
tiation of DNA replication was observed in the body of the gene (46).
It is expected that dissociation of ORC, pre-RCs, or assembly in-

termediates displaced from the DNA by transcription would reduce
the overall efficiency of initiation. Displacement of pre-RCs may not
be irrevocable if it occurs during the active period of pre-RC assembly
in G1 (39), but pre-RCs displaced during S phase cannot be replaced
because new pre-RC assembly is precluded. Because intergenic DNA
in S. pombe has a significantly higher average AT content than genes,
the AT hooks in SpORC have the effect of biasing binding toward
nontranscribedDNAwhere stable assembly of pre-RCs can take place
unimpeded (30). Thus, we suggest that the bias of SpORC binding to
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AT-rich DNA serves to increase the overall efficiency of utilization of
cellular initiation factors by reducing futile assembly events.
Transcriptional interference with initiation may contribute signifi-

cantly to the changes in the pattern of DNA replication that have been
observed to occur during cell differentiation and development. One
early and informative example in yeast is a change in origin utilization
that accompanies entry into the meiotic program from the mitotic cell
cycle (40). It was observed that the activity of ARS605, a highly effi-
cient origin of DNA replication in the mitotic cell cycle, is completely
suppressed in premeiotic S phase. ARS605 is located in the body of
the MSH4 gene, which is specifically transcribed in early meiosis.
Detailed analysis revealed that transcription of MSH4 blocked origin
function by reducing ORC binding. Although there are many exam-
ples of changes in the pattern of initiation of DNA replication timing
during metazoan development (see ref. 47 for review), a classic case is
the change that occurs at the midblastula transition of Xenopus em-
bryos. In early embryos, transcription of the zygotic genome is re-
pressed, and potential origins of DNA replication are distributed
uniformly (48). At the midblastula transition, when transcription of the
genome ensues, initiation becomes more localized to specific regions.
Analysis of the rRNA loci showed that the localization was a result of
reduced initiation in transcription units (49). It was suggested that this
effect was most likely a result of changes in the local chromatin
landscape associated with transcription, but direct interference of
transcription with initiation could not be ruled out.
Although it appears likely that transcriptional interference is a

major factor determining the distribution of pre-RCs, our assumption

of complete exclusion from annotated transcription units is probably
an oversimplification, albeit a necessary one, given the limitations in
our current knowledge of the rate and timing of transcription of
various genes. We might expect that the extent of transcriptional
interference with initiation would be a function of the frequency of
transcription of a gene during G1 and S phases of the cell cycle. Thus,
the accuracy of the model may improve as more quantitative in-
formation accumulates about the activity of transcription units.
Our model is consistent with the view that the timing of rep-

lication of the vast majority of positions in the genome is de-
termined largely by the local probability density of potential pre-
RC sites. This hypothesis was suggested previously based in part
on the correlation of early replication with the average number
of ORC binding sites (50–54). Our simulations show that the
probabilistic nature of initiation has two important consequences
for replication timing. Positions that replicate on average late in
S phase have a very broad distribution of replication times, so
they replicate early in a significant fraction of the cells in the
population. Conversely, any position in the genome has some
probability of replicating late in S phase because, by chance,
nearby initiations may not occur even in regions with a high
probability of pre-RC assembly.
The timing of replication of genomic sequences is biologically im-

portant because late replication is correlated with mutation frequency
(2–5). The correlation appears to shape mutational processes during
evolution and is also a consistent feature of human cancer cells. The
rate of base substitution mutation may be higher in late replicating
DNA because the expression and/or activity of mutagenic translesion
DNA polymerases is confined to a period in late S/G2 phase (4, 55,
56). In the case of S. pombe, we have reported that when cells commit
to mitosis, they lose the capacity for homology-dependent post-
replication repair, which is largely error-free, and switch to a muta-
genic mechanism requiring DNA polymerase zeta and rev1 (56). Late
replication may also be associated with a higher rate of deletion
mutations and rearrangements. For example, common fragile sites
(CFSs), which have been associated with copy number variants in
human cancers, occur in very large, actively transcribed genes that are
late replicating because of a paucity of initiation events (57, 58). It has
been suggested that the reduced frequency of initiation at CFSs might
be a result of eviction of pre-RCs by transcription (59). Our model is
consistent with this possibility, and simulation of S. pombe replication
predicts a positive correlation between the average replication time of
the midpoints of transcription units and the size of such units (SI
Appendix, Fig. S6).
Although the variation in AT content and exclusion of pre-RCs

from actively transcribed DNA result in large short-range fluctuations
in the probability of stable pre-RC assembly, our model predicts that
the average density of potential initiation sites in longer intervals is
similar over most of the genome (Fig. 7). This is a consequence of the
fact that nontranscribed regions and associated AT-rich tracts are
distributed relatively evenly. The heterochromatic centromere and
subtelomeric DNA are exceptions to this rule, presumably because
their genetic organization and chromatin structure are different from
the bulk of the genome. The replication of heterochromatin in
metazoans also appears to differ from the rest of the genome
(reviewed in ref. 60). Heterochromatic regions replicate very late in S
phase after most euchromatic sequences. It is possible that like the
subtelomeric regions of the S. pombe, the rate of firing of pre-RCs in
metazoan heterochromatin is reduced by some inhibitory mechanism.
It seems likely that transcriptional interference is a significant

factor affecting the distribution of initiation sites in all eukaryotic
cells. Given the potential effect of this phenomenon on the efficiency
of initiation, we speculate that eukaryotic cells evolved mechanisms to
bias ORC binding to avoid transcriptional interference. Although
ORC binding to AT-rich DNA provides this function in S. pombe, the
interactions with DNA or chromatin that drive biased ORC binding
may be different in other species. In budding yeast, ORC is targeted
to nontranscribed or weakly transcribed genomic loci by highly
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specific interactions with the ars consensus sequence (39). In
metazoans ORC may be targeted by interactions with chromatin
marks or some feature of so-called open-chromatin sites (52, 53,
61, 62). Future modeling studies of DNA replication of metazoans
at high resolution may help to illuminate these issues.

Methods
DNA replication in an S. pombe cell was modeled in silico as a two-step
process. In the first step, pre-RCs were assembled at a fixed number of
sites in the genome. The positions of the pre-RCs were chosen at random

according to a probability distribution that incorporated the sequence
preferences of SpORC and the influence of transcriptional interference. In
the second step, assembled pre-RCs were fired, and new DNA strands were
synthesized. The assumptions of the model, as well as the details of its in
silico implementation, are described in SI Appendix. Source code for the
replication simulation software has been posted at https://github.com/tom-
kelly-mskcc/Spombe-Replication-Dynamics.
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